As human-induced environmental problems take on global proportions, understanding the intersections of religion and environmentalism has become part of attempts to expand the scope of contemporary environmental debates. Seeking to harness the positive aspects of religious beliefs, including the ability to reflect on the larger questions of human existence and the perseverance to accede to the everyday demands of a moral life, David Haberman's study of Hindu religious practices along India's Yamuna river is a significant addition to the field of religious environmentalism. Melding poetic contemplation, scientific measurement, and environmental activism, Haberman traces the Yamuna river through the heartland of India, drawing particular attention to the region of Braj, where the Yamuna river is especially revered and currently the object of active efforts for protection.
Chapter 2 begins with an oft-asked question: Is Hinduism eco-friendly? Given that the deified personification of elements of nature is central to Hindu religious practices, the answer to this question seems self-evident. Haberman however points out that many scholars have argued to the contrary, asserting that the transcendental aspects of Hinduism are obstacles to serious engagement with the material aspects of nature. Against this, Haberman posits that while Hinduism does include world- 
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denying asceticism, or advaita traditions, it also comprises world-affirming temple cults in the form of the bhagvata tradition. In the case of religious and environmentalist activities around the Yamuna river, it is the latter strand that dominates. But the question central to Haberman's study is not the question of existing Hindu traditions as much as that of the future of river-based religious environmentalism in India. What happens to the divinity of the river when its water is visibly loaded with sewage?
To gain some insight into possible futures of river-centered religiosity, Haberman begins at the source of the Yamuna in Chapter 3. His own immersion in devotional activities associated with the river emerges vividly here, and journeys of many kinds permeate this chapter: pilgrims attest to the river's ability to ward off the sufferings of death, and the idol of the river itself is ceremonially carried to her brother's house where she resides for part of the year. Chapter 4 takes on a different tone, as the Yamuna flows through the city of Delhi, a city defined by its location on the banks of the river, and now responsible for changing the nature of the river for the worse. As Haberman recounts the degradation of water quality of the Yamuna at Delhi, he is also documenting the history of urbanization in India, and poetic rhythms fade in the dire predictions of environmental reports.
Chapter 4 is the center of the book. It focuses on the region of Braj, associated according to Haberman with the most passionate forms of worship of the Yamuna. The polluted nature of the river at Braj, given that the region is located downstream of Delhi, may raise concerns about the clash between its ritual significance and material impurity. The discussion in Chapter 2 of pilgrimages to the source of the river may suggest that there are other sites that are equally sacred and much cleaner that can be associated with the Yamuna. Haberman however skillfully utilizes poetic texts and ethnographic evidence to depict how links between the river Yamuna and the cowherd god Krishna make the river's journey through Braj the most meaningful part of its course. The only problem with such depictions, and one that Haberman alludes to in an endnote [note 134, p.252] , is the ways in which the female river attains meaning through male deities, whether through taking the form of the lover of Krishna in Braj, or as the sister of Yama at its source. It is mentioned however that the river is privileged as the lover, and not the wife, of Krishna, so that there may also be some escape from patriarchal constraints in its flow.
In Chapter 5, Haberman takes us to the core concern of the book, the future of river-based religious practices in the face of life-threatening pollution of the river's waters, and seeks solace in the rise of environmental movements which utilize Hindu beliefs in the sacredness of the river to attract people to campaigns for cleaning the river. Haberman interviews a range of actors associated with such movements, from Hindu religious leaders, to local and foreign devotees of the river, to government functionaries responsible for devising and implementing river restoration plans. The state and its legal apparatus, in the form of the Yamuna Action Plan and judgments pronounced by the Supreme Court, make an appearance here. This suggests that while environmental activism might begin in personal experiences of Hindu practices, it also requires alliances with bodies of the state. Yet, Haberman points out that the implementation and enforcement of plans and judgments leaves much to be desired, so that while environmental activism around the Yamuna can be located between ideologies of the state and religious ideals, Haberman places his hopes on religious awakening.
This carries us to the conclusion of the book where Haberman more clearly articulates his understanding of the differences between Western and Eastern environmentalisms. Haberman is certain that Hindu religious practices centered on the Yamuna enable a well-grounded 'love' for nature (pp.194-195) , but for him the greater contribution of Hindu philosophy is the ability to provide a 'balance' between ascetic indifference and ordinary attachment (p.192), or as he says at the beginning of the book, 'the aim is to find a way that neither denies nor is defeated by the serious problems we face today' (p.2). Given that 'crisis' is usually the keyword evoked by Western environmental narratives, the invocation of 'love' is an alternative that can be lauded. Yet, in the interests of balance, it is important to take issue with the book on at least two counts.
First, it is interesting that a study that seeks to overturn Orientalist understandings of Hinduism (in Chapter 2), concludes by magnifying the differences between river environmentalisms in India and the U.S. According to Haberman, deep ecology can be directly linked to Gandhi and Hindu religious practices, even as Ramachandra Guha (1997) has already provided us with a hard-hitting criticism of such associations, arguing that deep ecology is a Western ideal foisted on an imagined East, and that environmental movements in India are more likely to focus on the question of social justice. My point here of course is not to privilege Guha over Haberman, as much as to suggest that all reductions are problematic, so that Haberman and Guha have to be read together to understand that river-based environmentalisms in India are more varied than either author suggests. For instance, the movement against dams on India's Narmada river shows us that religion is not always the main motivator for river environmentalisms in India (Baviskar 1995).
In describing the difference between the U.S. and India, Haberman points to the role of fishermen in U.S. movements, while stating that activists in India are more likely to wave aarti (prayer) lamps than fishing poles (p.183). He does not clarify the reason for this apparent difference, and this is my second criticism of Haberman's work. The absence of caste in his study leaves very little space for understanding how the fishermen whose livelihoods depend on the quality of the river are not part of environmental movements to protect the Yamuna. While there is no question that Hindu beliefs are a valuable addition to rethinking the nature of the world, we can neither forget that the rise of Hindu fundamentalism as a political force in India is likely to have reached into the region of Braj, nor that environmental movements that draw on one particular religious meaning do not do justice to the variety of cultures residing along India's rivers. It is
